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ABSTRACT:   
 

In developing countries, hunger is forcing people to cultivate land that is unsuitable for 
agriculture and which can only be converted to agricultural use through enormous efforts and 
costs. Due to lack of plant growth information and expert advice, most of the farmers fail to get 
good yields. The growth of the plant depends upon multiple factors such as soil type, crop type 
and weather. Initially, the knowledge extraction was computed and evaluated manually using 
statistical techniques. Subsequently, semi automated data mining techniques emerged because 
of the advancement in the technology. Such advancement was also in the form of storage that 
increases the demands for analysis. In such case, semi-automated techniques have become 
inefficient. Therefore, Soft Computing approaches were introduced to synthesis knowledge 
efficiently. Hence, this work review a  Hybrid Soil Profile Analysis Model to Characterize Soil 
Profile using Soft Computing approaches like Rough Set approaches, Principal Component 
Analysis, Clustering or Classification methods and derived patterns characterized or evaluated 
and presented in various forms like visualized diagrams, generalized relations or in rule forms 
called characteristic rules. The process involves cleaning or preprocessing from ISRIC 
(International Soil Reference and Information Centre) databases, reducing data from a Soil 
Profile data by Rough Set approaches or PCA, applying a clustering or classification by k-
Means, ANN, Fuzzy, Genetic based Hybrid methods to produce a pattern or knowledge, and 
then evaluating the derived pattern. The benefits of a greater understanding of soil pattern 
could improve productivity in farming, to maintaining biodiversity, to reduce reliance on 
fertilizers and create a better integrated soil management system for both private and public 
sectors.  

Keywords: Soft Computing, Soil Profile,  ISRIC, Rough Set, Principal Component Analysis, k-
Means, ANN, Fuzzy, Genetic, Hybrid.  
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

 Soil Data mining process is refers to the computational process of discovering patterns 

in Soil Profile data involving methods at the intersection of Artificial Intelligence, Soft 

Computing, Information Retrieval Systems and Visualization. Soil Data mining uses Soft 

Computing approaches for carrying out Data mining tasks such as extracting Pattern or Rules, 

Regression, Classification and Clustering. 

 Soil Data mining tasks are classified into descriptive and predictive categories. 

Descriptive soil Data mining tasks characterize the general properties of the soil profile data in 

the database. Predictive soil Data mining tasks perform inference on the present data in order to 

make  predictions. Soil Profile Characterization is a summarization of the general characteristics 

of a target class of data. 

 Monitoring soil biodiversity is an important problem for the sustainable development of 

economy since soil is a vital natural resource. Soil quality indicators are physical, chemical, and 

biological properties, processes, and characteristics that can be measured to monitor changes in 

the soil. Soil classification deals with the systematic categorization of soils based on 

distinguishing characteristics as well as a criteria that dictates choices in use. The most important 

goal here is to extract pattern from Soil Profile data and to bring useful knowledge into an 

understandable form to the human observer. It is recommended that obtained information may 

be facile to interpret for the ease of use. 

[2] PROBLEM  STATEMENT 

The overall aim of this research is: 

 To determine whether the application of Soft Computing approaches to a Soil 

Profile data could improve the verification of valid pattern and profile clusters when compared to 

semi-automated Data mining techniques. 

 To compare the performance of soil classification accuracy with the already 

existing algorithms. 

 To develop an efficient algorithm that would assist in classifying soil with 

relatively good accuracy. 

 The process involves selecting the data from Soil Profile databases, Data reduction using 

Rough Set/PCA, choosing the suitable Data mining tasks, choosing suitable algorithms, applying 

a data mining component to produce a structure, and then evaluating the derived structure. 

 Soil Profile data characterization by Knowledge Discovery in Databases using Soft 

Computing approaches with soil limitations and soil conditions and examine the most effective 

techniques to extract new knowledge and information from existing Soil Profile data. 
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[3] RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
 This work review a  Hybrid Soil Profile Analysis Model to characterize soil profile using 

soft computing approaches like Rough Set approaches, Principal Component Analysis, 

Clustering or Classification methods and derived patterns characterized or evaluated and 

presented in various forms like visualized diagrams, generalized relations or in rule forms called 

characteristic rules. The process involves cleaning or preprocessing from Soil Profile Databases, 

reducing data from a soil profile data by Rough Set approaches or PCA, applying a clustering or 

classification by k-Means, ANN, Fuzzy, Genetic based Hybrid methods to produce a pattern or 

knowledge, and then evaluating the derived pattern [1,2,3].   

 

[4] ISRIC-WISE SOIL PROFILE DATA 

 The test dataset used in this research work consists of 16384 samples of particular region  

as in Table 1. The soil profile dataset used in this work was collected from World Soil 

Information – ISRIC and this was compiled from a wide range of soil profile data collected by 

many soil professionals worldwide [4].  

Table:1. List of soil variables their abbreviation and units of measurement 

ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTION UNITS 

PHH2O Soil reaction in Water pH units 

ECE Electrical Conductivity of Saturated Paste dS m-1 

ORGC Organic Carbon % (mass) 

CECC Cation Exchange Capacity of clay size fraction Cmolc kg-1 

TEB Total Extractable Bases Cmolc kg-1 

CACO Calcium Carbonate content % (mass) 

GYPS Gypsum content % (mass) 

SAND Sand %(mass) 

SILT Silt %(mass) 

CLAY Clay %(mass) 

TOTPOR Total Porosity % 
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[5] DISCUSSIONS 

 This work using a  Hybrid Soil profile Analysis Model [5] (Figure 1) to characterize soil 

profile using Soft Computing approaches. Soft Computing is not a single methodology. Rather it 

is a partnership in which each of the partners contributes a distinct methodology for addressing 

problem in its domain.  

Rough Set and PCA for attributes selection: 

 Rough Set is one of the efficient reduction method. It reduce all redundant objects and 

attributes and create models for most representative objects in particular classes of decisions. 

Rough sets are used to approximately or “roughly” define equivalent classes.  

 Multidimensional data of more than two dimensions can be handled by reducing the 

problem to two dimensions by PCA. Principal components may be used as inputs to multiple 

regression and cluster analysis. 

 Every subset defined through upper and lower approximation is known as Rough Set. 

Rough Set is used as a mathematical tool to treat the vague and the imprecise. Rough Set Theory 

is similar to Fuzzy Set Theory, however the uncertain and imprecision in this approach is 

expressed by a boundary region of a set, and not by a partial membership as in Fuzzy Set 

Theory.  

Figure:1. Soil Profile Analysis Model 

 

          Both Rough Set and PCA are used in Data Preparation Phase of the Soil Profile Analysis 

Model for Knowledge Discovery in Soil Profile Databases. Data preparation tasks are likely to 

be performed multiple times, and not in any prescribed order. 
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          Rough set approach is used for dimensionality reduction purpose  to reduce the number of 

attributes in the dataset by creating new combinations of attributes based on particular classes of 

decision rules for the preparation of task relevant data to classification/clustering functionalities 

where as PCA approach is used as feature selection purpose to reduce the number of attributes as 

include and exclude attributes present in the data.  

Advantages of using Rough sets and Fuzzy sets: 

 Fuzzy classification is the process of grouping elements into a fuzzy set. Rough sets and 

fuzzy sets are two distinct (but complementary) approaches to data modeling as a result of 

uncertainty in knowledge [5].  

 The advantages are that one potentially has the ability to model two different types of 

uncertainty: indiscernibility for rough sets and vagueness for fuzzy sets. Rough-fuzzy sets and 

fuzzy-rough sets are two different things. A fuzzy-rough set can be defined in a number of ways, 

but should always collapse to a rough set when all of the objects under consideration are crisp or 

discrete. The advantage is expanding rough approximations into fuzzy environment which help 

to obtain solutions for various real time problems. 

Euclidean and Cosine distance measures in k-Means cluster analysis: 

 In soil profile, two objects were different pH properties, but which had similar ECE and 

ORGC properties, might not be close with respect to Euclidean distance, but would be close with 

respect to Cosine distance [1]. 

 Because Euclidean distance measure treats all dimensions equally and sensitive to 

extreme differences in single attribute but Cosine distance measure consider clustering based on 

density (local cluster criterion).  k-Means has problems when the data contains outliers, differing 

sizes, densities and non-globular shapes. This can be avoided when we using Cosine distance 

measures in k-Means clustering. 

Association between the number of reduced attributes and the choice of number of hidden 

layers in ANN: 
 

 Observations from real-world problems characterization of soil profile are often high 

dimensional vectors, i.e. made up of many variables. Learning methods, including Artificial 

Neural Networks, often have difficulties to handle high-dimensional data [2].  

 Data reduction techniques can be applied to obtain a reduced representation of the data 

set that is much smaller in size, yet closely maintains the integrity of the original data. 

• The choice of the hidden layers in ANN depends with the size of the input layer. 'The optimal 

size of the hidden layer is usually between the size of the input and size of the output layers'.   

• The number of hidden layers depends on the following: 

‘0’ – Only capable of representing linear separable functions or decisions. 
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‘1’ – Can approximate any function that contains a continuous mapping from one finite space to 

others. 

‘2’ – Can represent an arbitrary decision boundary to arbitrary accuracy with rational activation 

functions and can approximate any smooth mapping to any accuracy. 

Genetic algorithms versus traditional search and optimization methods: 
  
 Genetic algorithms search parallel from a population of points. Therefore, it has the 

ability to avoid being trapped in local optimal solution like traditional methods, which search 

from a single point. Genetic algorithms use probabilistic selection rules, not deterministic ones 

[6]. Genetic algorithms work on the Chromosome, which is encoded version of potential 

solutions’ parameters, rather the parameters themselves. Genetic algorithms use fitness score, 

which is obtained from objective functions, without other derivative or auxiliary information  

A genetic operator is an operator used in genetic algorithms to guide the algorithm towards a 

solution to a characterization of soil profile. There are three main types of operators Mutation, 

Crossover and Selection, which must work in conjunction with one another in order for the 

algorithm to be successful. 

[6] CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

         This research work is helpful to agricultural sectors for agricultural development by 

increasing food security through Soil Profile data characterization by Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases using Soft Computing approaches. This work, review a complete Soil Profile Analysis 

Model, describes Knowledge Discovery in Databases of identifying valid, potentially useful and 

understandable structure in Soil Profile dataset. This work concludes with this section, with a 

summary of the key findings out of the research work carried out: 

 High Dimensionality Reduction using Rough Set approaches is applied on Soil 

Profile dataset and experimental results were analyzed. The Analyzed results proved that Rough 

Set approach is best suitable for preprocessing high dimensional dataset like Soil Profile data. 

 Principal Component Analysis is highly suitable for characterization of high-

dimensional Soil Profile data. 

 Cluster analysis using k-Means finds similarities between chemical properties of 

soil data according to the characteristics found in the dataset and grouping similar data objects 

into clusters. Based on the study and characterization of chemical properties of Soil Profile data 

using k-Means, Cosine might be a good choice of distance measure. 

      In future, for preparing land-usage plans for village, watershed and block level, more 

detailed information on larger scales is needed, which can be achieved by carrying out further 

investigations as outlined below: 
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 Conducting detail surveys on priority of problem and potential areas identified through 

soil resource mapping work at detailed level or larger to quantify the nature of 

problems/potentials for formulating rational land-use plans for smaller areas at block, watershed 

and village  level. 

 Developing information kits for the soils identified for farm-level extension for the 

major crops. 

 Designing multimedia tools about soil resources for teaching purposes and to develop 

awareness for preserving soil resources. 

 Using Geographical Information System (GIS) for Regional/block/watershed/village 

level planning and implementation and for monitoring of soil resources. 

 Extensive research is required to integrate Geology, Hydrology, Chemistry, GIS in 

preserving environmental contamination and Cloud based Machine Learning approaches  to 

develop scientific decision making systems to enable the farmers to make better decision to 

make them achieve maximum crop productivity, increase crop variety, improve irrigation 

facilities, use of suitable fertilizers and growing high yielding varieties. 
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